Udall Foundation honored as 2018 Library Legend

On November 8, we honored the Udall Foundation as the 2018 Library Legend for their ongoing support for the graduate assistantships that allow students to focus on work that relates to underrepresented populations and ethnic groups, the Udall collections in Special Collections, and the environment.
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Learn more about the Udalls
Meet Michelle Boyer-Kelly, Udall Graduate Assistant

Michelle Boyer-Kelly began working in Special Collections as a freshman in 2009. Today she is a PhD student in American Indian Studies and a Udall Graduate Assistant in the archives.

Learn about Michelle's contributions to Special Collections ►►►

Congratulations Maryann Lieu, recipient of the 2018 Greenfield Scholarship

UA Libraries student worker Maryann Lieu was selected as this year's recipient of the $1,000 Naomi and Samuel Greenfield Endowed Scholarship. Each year, we give this scholarship to recognize one of our student workers based on how they have exhibited kindness in the workplace. We're proud to currently employ more than 130 student workers!

Read more about Maryann ►►►

#WeAreUAZLibraries
finals warm and fuzzy
At the end of every semester, it is a tradition for therapy dogs from Pet Partners of Southern Arizona to visit the Libraries and help students de-stress.

Discover how this partnership started ►►►

Javad Basaj makes sure that the Health Sciences Library on the UA Health Sciences campus north of Speedway runs smoothly and has been working there for 34 years. He is also a proud new grandfather.

Find out what Javad's favorite library service is ►►►